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Greeting from CEO
Dear Our Valued Clients and Customers,
I would like to express my appreciation to our clients for their support
and interest for Seho Marine Solutions.
Established in May 2018, Seho Marine Solutions (SMS) devotes itself
to marine retrofit engineering & marine O&M technical services after
taking over legacy and traditions inherited from Seho Engineering Co.,
Ltd. (SEN) with more than 18-year experiences in the field of lifting
& moving engineering, sea-transportation technology for ultra-heavy
structure, floating cranes, etc.
SMS has been successfully implemented more than 10 projects for SOx
scrubbers and BWTS retrofit engineering since its launching in 2018.
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You may find Korea?Korea! at
Homepage of Seho Marine Solutions.
http://www.sehoenc.co.kr

We are readily poised to answer our clients’ wide and broad requirements for marine retrofit engineering and revision as well as repair and
upgrade. Our excellent design engineers and experts can provide optimal solutions and services to any challenging projects based on their
experiences and expertise accumulated in HHI, HMD and other design
engineering companies of the marine field for several decades.
In this blooming spring times, I would like to share Korea’s news and
stories with our valuable customers and friends through our monthly
magazine Korea? Korea!. We believe that support and patronage from
our clients is a main source of strength for us to make a sustainable
growth.
Wishing you all of you a happy and pleasant time every day,
Thank you.
Young-won, Kim
CEO of SeHo Marine Solutions

In any information or proposal on this magazine,
please contact to ywkim@sehoenc.co.kr.
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Now & Here in Korea

Finally, Spring Is Here!
Now in April, Koreans welcome the spring with walking-out in the warmer days and under the full-blossomed cherry trees. Shedding out their heavy winter
coat, people are enjoying festivities and celebrations
happening at every corner of the Korean towns and cities with light and fresh feelings. Spring is the real signal
of the new start!
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Korea Launched the World’s 1st 5G Service
On April 3, South Korea succeeded in commercializing
the world’s first 5G communication service. The opening of regular subscribers began at midnight on April 5.
In line with the inauguration of network service, Samsung Electronics launched its Galaxy S10 5G from the
morning of April 4 to meet service subscribers.
20 Times Faster Than 4G
5G is the fifth-generation of wireless technology, which
can allow all things and devices from toasters, refrigerators, electric cars to power girds to be connected by
faster speed and more data. The first-generation or 1G
networks enabled voice and 2G brought text. 3G created widespread mobile web access based on static images or photos, and 4G created various applications from
social media to platform-based businesses such as Uber.
5G will connect smartphones by 20 times faster than
existing 4G - allowing users to download entire movies
in less than a second.
Applied to Industrial Solutions
Korea’s 5G technology has already been applied to the
industrial solutions. Among many projects, KT, one of
the largest telecom companies, are in collaboration with
the global No.1 shipbuilder Hyundai Heavy Industries
to develop the 5G-based shipyard which facilitates the
transition to 5G and ultimately improve security and
manufacturing procedures in the shipyard operation.
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Hot Korean Item
Electric Rice Cooker
The best sold item last few years for souvenirs, especially for you and wives or gifts for friends, is “Electric Rice
Cookers. Made by a top Korean household appliances
brand, this magical thing has a voice function and it can
make not only rice but also stews! It is pricey but absolutely worth it to buy one and take it home or give it as
a gift.
Korea’s Original Hangover Chasers
Personally this is my favorite item to recommend my
foreign friends who like to drink. In fact, the Koreans
are well known as one of the heaviest drinkers in the
world. That is why so many kinds of hangover products
are sold in market to encompass a hangover-fighting
ice cream bar called “Gyeondyo-bar” and a variety of
hangover recovery drinks. You can easily find them in
convenience stores like GS, CU, and 7-Eleven.

Korean Traditional Hat in Netflix
Korean Zombie series Kingdom
Among best-selling Korean products on Amazon is a
fancy Korean traditional black hat, called gat (갓) in
Korea. (Gat has the same pronunciation with ‘god’ in
English.) Global interest in this traditional hat has been
heightened among fans overseas, when Netflix’s Korean
zombie series Kingdom was released in January 2019.
Set in Korea’s medieval Joseon Dynasty period (13921910), this zombie show’s embroiled story plot, famous
actors/actresses and the walking dead in the scene enticed viewers all around the world. However, the real
scene stealer is the broad-brimmed hat, gat, that are
worn by most of the men character in the series.
Hats in Joseon dynasty normally represented social
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classes. People from different social class wore different forms of headgear. Society at the time was divided
in four main classes: yangban (nobility and aristocrats),
jung-in (middle class), pyeongmin (commoners) and
cheonmin (outcasts).
The most common hat of the era is the gat (black hat),
which was usually worn outdoors by aristocrats. This
hat features a wide, black brim with a cylinder top
made of horse hair. Over the years, aristocrats embellished their gat with ivory, agate or bamboo beads as
gat straps, which became a symbol of power and wealth.
Along with the big success of the zombie drama, sale of
the ‘amazing hat, gat’ has been fueled sales on Amazon.
Korea’s Top Cosmetic Brand LANEIGE Debut in Europe
Korea’s leading cosmetics Amore Pacific launched its
leading brand, LANEIGE in the European market. LANEIGE products are now available at more than 800
stores through the French cosmetics chain Sephora in
18 countries including France, Russia, Spain, Italy, Poland and Germany.
The lineup is comprised of about 20 beauty products
including mega-hit skincare product Water Sleeping
Mask. This renowned night-time skincare cream is sold
every 11 seconds around the world, recording over 25
million units in global sales since its release in 2015.
Amorepacific also has its luxury fragrance brand, Goutal
Paris, which it acquired in 2011 to pioneer the European business. In 2017, AmorePacific also launched its
luxury skincare brand Sulwhasoo in the region.
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Hot spots &
Attractions in Korea

New Family-Oriented Theme Park at Gateway to Korea
Paradise City, which has hotel complex and casino in Incheon, west of Seoul, opened
an indoor family amusement park WONDERBOX in April.
WONDERBOX includes carnival-style games and a number of rides including a
bungee jump and a Ferris wheel, along with parades to accommodate family-oriented customers.
Notably, Paradise City is located only a few minutes by car from the passenger terminal at Incheon Airport, South Korea’s main gateway, which more than 60 million
passengers per year use. The new venue is perfect to entice tourists who use Incheon
International Airport to transfer to other flights.
The new theme park is situated with the 330,000-m2 resort - about 46 times the size
of a football pitch – which encompasses a new boutique hotel, Korean-style spa, high
end hotels, a club, casino and a plethora of art and design-driven spaces.
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K-Culture
K-Pop Megastar BTS Dropped New Album
Globally loved K-pop boy band BTS unveiled its highly anticipated new
album titled Map of the Soul: Persona, an album dedicated to “finding
joy in love and reaching out to the world.” Especially, the new album
features contributions from Ed Sheeran and Halsey. Sheeran features on
“Make It Right,” while Halsey appears on “Boy With Luv.”
The K-pop megastar RM, Jimin, Jin, Jungkook, J-Hope, V and Suga’s
last musical trilogy, Love Yourself, exploded them into complete world
domination. They hit the Billboard Hot 100 for the first time in 2017
with Love Yourself: Her’s track “DNA” and Love Yourself: Tear debuted
at No. 1 on the Billboard 200 in 2018.

Track List
Intro: Persona
Boy With Luv (feat. Halsey)
Mikrokosmos
Make It Right
HOME
Jamais Vu
Dionysus

The group has a busy summer ahead of them, with an SNL debut set
for April 13, where they performed a new song with amazing dancing
movement, and embark on a worldwide stadium tour in May.
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Korean Food Recipe

Spicy Pork Bulgogi
Spicy pork bulgogi is made with Korea’s signature spicy
pork BBQ stir fry. It is delicious and strangely addictive
due to its spicy sauce. Once you prepare some pork and
sauce ingredients, it takes only 10 minutes or so to cook
this Korean spicy food.

How to Cook
1. Make marinade | Mix 6 tablespoons of
gochujang, 2 tablespoons of sugar, 2 teaspoons of soy sauce, 2 teaspoons of minced
garlic, ¼ teaspoon of black pepper, 2 tablespoons of cheongju or soju, To make it
more spicy, add 1-3 teaspoons of gochugaru.
2. Cut pork | Slice pork as thinly (⅛”) as
possible. If pork is slightly frozen, it’s easier
to cut into thin slices.
3. Prepare vegetables | Peel and slice an
onion and a carrot. Wash and cut 3 green
onions into 2 inches and mince garlic and
ginger.

Ingredients
Pork belly or neck (600g)
Onion, Carrot, Green onion (chopped)
Sliced garlic
Sauce
Gochujang (Korean chilli paste)
Gochugaru (Korean chilli flakes)
Soy sauce
Cheongju (Korean rice wine)
Honey or sugar
Minced garlic
Ground black pepper
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4. Marinate meat | Mix meat and marinade.
Marinate the meat in the sauce for 20-30
minutes.
5. Cook meat | In a well-heated wok or frying fan, cook the marinated meat over medium-high heat until the meat is about 70%
cooked (7 to 10 minutes). Add the onion,
carrot and sliced garlics until the meat is
completely cooked. Garnish with green onion Serve the meat with steamed rice and
fresh lettuce.
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Marine & Offshore Plant
News in Korea
The New Southern Policy by President Moon
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) announced on April 12, got
orders for three 1400t class submarines
from the Indonesian Navy for about 1.16
trillion Korea won($ 1.02 billion).
In 2011, DSME got orders for three
1400t-class submarines in its first phase
business, and this is the second in eight
years.
of cooperation with ASEAN countries to
This contract was signed with attendance reach the level of 4 major powers such as
of the Ministry of National Defense, the USA, China, Japan and Russia.
Defense Agency, the Navy, the Embassy of
the Republic of Korea, the Ministry of De- This includes expanding the area from
fense Trade Support Center, Export-Im- commodity trading to technology, culture
port Bankof Korea.
and arts, and human exchanges. It also
means expanding the economic region of
“It is a meaningful contract that can sup- the peninsula by diversifying markets, esport the new governmental policy, which pecially from USA and China.
is called ‘New Southern Policy’ which is
the main policy of the present govern- The Moon Jae - In government plans to
ment,” an attendee from DSME said.
strengthen cooperation with the ASEAN
President Moon Jae-In declared the key- countries through the new and southern
note speech at the ‘Korea-Indonesia Busi- policies and to lead the cooperation and
ness Forum’ held on November 9, 2017. cooperation with the ASEAN countries
The concept of ‘3P’ as the core of people, that have diplomatic relations with North
peace, prosperity, etc., is to raise the level Korea in terms of security.
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Strengthen and Expanding Benefits on Foreign Investment
Investment Policy Director presents foreign investment
policy directions and specific implementation tasks in
2019.
First of all, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy
said, “We will develop the proposals of attracting foreign investment from participating in the international
value chain (Value chain, GVC) to upgraded international value chain (GVC) and focus our capacity on attracting investment linked to the government’s policies
for manufacturing innovation, including development
of new technologies and restoration of regional vitality.”
Taking full advantage of our strengths such as domestic industrial technology infrastructure and free trade
(FTA) networks, we actively seek to attractive local
headquarters of foreign companies in major industries
such as chemicals, machinery and materials, as well
as R&D centers in high-tech new industries such as
healthcare and ICT. Collect future trends and industrial
policy directions to focus on attracting investment in
industries related to industrial technology R&D fields
to improve the quality of people’s lives and smarten production.
The government will also revamp the foreign investment incentive system to focus on new technologies
and employment, and strengthen “business-friendly
performance” that the government actively reflects the
incentives that companies need.
The government plans to develop ‘Support Standards’
for Foreign Investors and utilize 50 billion Korea won($
44 million) in 2019 as leverage to skilled foreign com-
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Closing Information
The more Request, the Closer to You
Section

Points
1

Request Details
2

3

4
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Opening April
Hottest Korea Issues
Hottest Item & Trend
Hottest Marine & Offshore News
Proposals
Box above shall be sent by e-mail separately, and the results to be
opened through this section of next edition.

The Wider Network, the Better Information
- Job Search, Recruiting Professionals.
- Recommend new readers, no limits on age, business, gender, and so on.

Response on Reader’s Request
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